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Abstract
Linguistic terms are often used to represent the truth degree or credibility degree to manage the uncertainty or
imprecision as one of popular ways of knowledge representation in the perception-based decision making problem.
This present work represents the credibility of uncertain knowledge using linguistic values. The linguistic-valued
credibility is then modeled based on a lattice ordered logical algebra - lattice implication algebra (LIA) and then
used in the linguistic-valued based on approximated reasoning. This approach can better express both comparable
and incomparable linguistic valued credibility information in knowledge base representation. And it can also fit to
approximate reasoning under a fuzzy environment with both comparable and incomparable linguistic credibility.
Examples illustrate that the proposed approach can retain the original information and can simulate people’s way of
thinking through reasoning with words.
Keywords: Approximate Reasoning; Knowledge Representation; Linguistic-Valued Credibility Factor; Lattice
Implication Algebra.

1.

Introduction

In the real world, there exists a lot of inaccurate and
imperfect information, handling these types of
information is an essential feature of intelligence
information processing. People often need to make
reasoning, judgment and decision in an uncertain
environment. In most of cases, people use linguistic terms
in natural language to express their opinions and make
reasoning and judgments.1-3 Many approaches have been
presented for representation and reasoning of uncertain
knowledge in the last decade.4-7 Among various
computational approaches in the literature, numerical
quantification of linguistic values into a fuzzy set using
∗ corresponding

fuzzy membership functions has played the key role.
There exist recently alternative methods to model and
compute with linguistic information in natural languages
from the different points of view, i.e., fuzzy linguistic
approaches or called symbolic approaches, for example,
the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approaches widely
investigated to deal with linguistic-valued decision
making problem.8-10, 15-16 The application of this kind of
approaches is beneficial because it introduces a more
flexible framework for representing the information in a
more direct and suitable way when it is not possible to
express it accurately.
Logic is the foundation and standard for justifying or
evaluating the soundness and consistency of the methods,
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including decision making methods. In order to establish
the rational reasoning and decision making approaches to
deal with both totally ordered information and non-totally
ordered information, it is important and necessary to
study the algebraic and logical foundation with such kind
of feature for them, which should be some kinds of nonclassical algebraic and logical system.
Lattice implication algebra (LIA) 8, as a logical
algebraic structure, can deal with both comparable and
incomparable linguistic values, and also form the basis
for lattice-valued logics and logic-based approximate
reasoning.11-14 Filter and ideal of LIA properties is
discussed and basic unary lattice implication algebra
equations on the interval sets have been researched.15
Lattice implication logic reasoning has been applied to
solve the decision making problems.16-17
This paper presents a new kind of linguistic-valued
approximated reasoning, i.e. representing knowledge
credibility directly with linguistic value instead of
numerical values during the approximated reasoning
process based on knowledge-bases (facts or rules).
Linguistic-valued credibility set is modeled based on LIA.
The
linguistic-valued
credibility
representation
framework is presented and followed by the
approximated reasoning scheme which incorporates the
linguistic-valued credibility into the reasoning process.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
briefly review the typical knowledge representation
scheme and discuss the uncertain knowledge
representation based on linguistic-valued credibility
constructed based on LIA. In Section 3, we present a new
method of knowledge representation and knowledge
reasoning based on LIA-based linguistic-valued
credibility set. An example is provided in Section 4 to
illustrate the proposed approach. Some conclusions are
summarized in Section 5.
2. Knowledge Representation With LinguisticValued Credibility
Typical knowledge representation method is production
rules representation, also called IF-THEN rules.
Knowledge-based system contains rules and facts about
the knowledge domain covered. Facts or rules in the
knowledge-based system can be certain or uncertain
based on the information available.
Normally representation of certain knowledge (fact)
can be represented as a triple (objects, attributes, values).
Representation of uncertain knowledge can be

represented as is a 4-tuple (objects, attributes, values,
credibility factors). For example, the sentence “John has
successful academic achievements.” can be expressed as
(John, academic achievements, successful). The sentence
“John has very successful academic achievements.” can
be expressed as (John, academic achievements,
successful, 0.8), where 0.8 is a credibility factor, which
reflects the credibility degree to which John’s academic
achievements is high. It means the information “John has
successful academic achievements.” is highly credible.
When credibility factor is replaced by 0.4, it means the
credibility degree of to which John’s academic
achievements is low, even it is not true.
As for the production rule, the basic form is:
IF P THEN Q,
where P is a condition, Q is a conclusion. It means that if
the condition is satisfied, then the conclusion Q can be
referred. The rule can be certain, for example,
considering the rule “IF power on THEN the light will be
on”, it is certain knowledge (rule in this case). While the
following example of a rule
IF windy THEN rain, (0.7)
is a kind of uncertain knowledge (rule). 0.7 means that
this knowledge (rule) is not absolutely credible, i.e., there
will probably rain if it is windy.
As illustrated above, credibility factors can be used in
knowledge (facts or rules) representation so as to better
express the meaning of uncertain knowledge, enhance the
expressive power of knowledge-base and its applicability,
and form the basis to perform uncertainty reasoning. In
this paper, we propose to use the linguistic values to
represent the credibility degree instead of numerical
values, which is more natural in perception-based
decision making problem. Considering the different
credibility levels in linguistic-valued evaluation and
necessary manipulation between different linguistic
levels, it is rational to model the linguistic-valued
credibility level in terms of logical algebra. So a new
description of linguistic valued credibility algebra is
introduced below.
Definition 1. Knowledge credibility can be divided into
ten levels, i.e., credibility factors set C={absolutely
credible, very credible, exactly credible, somewhat
credible, slight credible, slight incredible, somewhat
incredible, exactly incredible, very incredible and
absolutely incredible}. Knowledge representation model
about ten linguistic-valued credibility factors is the
following 4-tuple:
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(objects, attributes, values, set of ten linguistic-valued
credibility factors).
For example, the sentence “John has very successful
academic achievements.” can be expressed as
(John, academic achievements, successful, very credible).
Here, “very credible” is a linguistic-valued credibility
factor.
To better express knowledge, in the model for
knowledge representation, the former three in the 4-tuple
can be represented descriptive sentences, i.e.,
(John has successful academic achievements, very
credible).
Definition 2. If-Then Rule is represented as
IF (P, Credibility1) THEN (Q, Credibility2), (Credibility3).
Here, Credibility1, Credibility2 and Credibility3 are the
credibility of Evidence P, Conclusion Q and this rule
respectively. The credibility can be applied into
knowledge in accordance with the conditions.
For example,
z IF strongly windy THEN rain, (very credible);
z
IF (strongly windy, very credible) THEN (rain,
very credible);
z IF (strongly windy, very credible) THEN (rain,
somewhat credible), (very credible).
It is a more natural way to deal with and express the
credibility of the original knowledge in the form of
linguistic values instead of numerical values. Note that
some linguistic values are incomparable. How to manage
the incomparable linguistic values in the reasoning
process is also one problem to be solved in this presented
work by using the logical algebra – LIA to model the set
of linguistic-valued credibility. Appropriate reasoning
result can be obtained from the operations defined in the
linguistic truth-valued lattice implication algebra.
There are usually two ways to incorporate the
credibility in the description of a sentence. Firstly,
linguistic values credibility is added and described alone,
for example, Mr. Li is 40 years old. This is very credible.
Secondly, linguistic values are described among factual
description. For example, “It is very credible that John is
40 years old” can be described as (John, age, 40, very
credible). For the above two descriptions, the results are
the same.
It is noted that descriptions are not the same when
perspectives are different. Suppose “high, strong, and
good etc.” are positive values. Then the opposites “low,
weak, and bad etc.” are negative values. In reality many
descriptions could be described in a positive way or

negative way. For example, “John has successful
academic achievements”, it describes in a positive way.
“John has unsuccessful academic achievements”, it
describes in a negative way. Comparatively, it is
normally easier to deal with it in a positive form in real
life and it can also be easier to fit to knowledge reasoning
process. So it is necessary to deal with the original
knowledge for the sake of knowledge reasoning when the
knowledge is described in a negative form. For example,
“John has unsuccessful academic achievements”. Without
dealing with the original knowledge, the sentence can be
expressed as:
(John has unsuccessful academic achievements, very
credible).
To have better knowledge representation and
knowledge reasoning, now consider the original
knowledge and make the attribute and the linguistic
values factors opposite. For the sake of knowledge
reasoning when the knowledge is described in a negative
form, the knowledge is represented as follows:
(John has successful academic achievements, very
incredible).
So clearly the second form can be more easily handled.
Knowledge reasoning is easy to perform when the
attribute values of knowledge are classified in a positive
way.
Definition 3. 8 Let (L,  ,  , O, I) be a bounded lattice
with universal boundaries O (the least element) and I (the
greatest element) respectively, and “ ' ” be an order–
reversing involution. For any x, y, z  L , if mapping
o: L u L o L satisfies:
( I1) : x o ( y o z ) y o ( x o z );
( I 2) : x o x I ;
( I 3) : x o y y ' o x ';
( I 4) : x o y y o x I implies x y;
( I 5) : ( x o y ) o y ( y o x) o x;
( I 6) : ( x  y ) o z ( x o z )  ( y o z );
( I 7) : ( x  y ) o z ( x o z )  ( y o z )

Then (L,  ,  , ', ĺ, O, I) is a lattice implication algebra
(LIA for short).
Based on LIA with ten linguistic-values, we discuss
lattice implication algebra with ten linguistic-valued
credibilityǄ
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absolutely
credibility


very credibility

 exactly credibility

somewhat
credibility


 slight credibility



“incredibility”. As for ten-element lattice implication
algebra (V,  ,  , ĺ), the operation “  ”and “  ”are
shown in Figure 1. And the operation “' ” is (hi, L1)' =(hi,
slight incredibility
L2), (hi, L2)' =(hi, L1).
The operation “ĺ” is
somewhat incredibility
(hi, L1) ĺ (hj, L2) = (hmax{0, i+j - 4}, L2)

exactly incredibility

(hi, L2) ĺ (hj, L1) = (hmin{4, i+j}, L1)

very incredibility

(hi, L1) ĺ (hj, L1) = (hmin{4, 4 - i+j}, L1)
absolutely incredibility
(hi, L2) ĺ (hj, L2) = (hmin{4, 4 – j+ i}, L1),

Fig. 1. Hasse diagram of L10

Definition
H

^h

i

i

4.

In

linguistic

hedges

set

0,1, 2, 3, 4` , where h0 means “slightly”, h1

means “somewhat”, h2 means “exactly”, h3 means “very”
and h4 means “absolutely”. Evaluating values set is {L1,
L2}, where L1 means “credibility” and L2 means

Then (V,  ,  , ĺ) is ten linguistic-valued credibility
factors LIA.
We obtain the results of operation “ĺ” and “' ” of ten
linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA as table 1 and
table 2.

Table 1. Inverse operation of ten linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA

(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL2)

'

(h3ˈL1)
(h3ˈL2)

(h2ˈL1)
(h2ˈL2)

(h1ˈL1)
(h1ˈL2)

(h0ˈL1)
(h0ˈL2)

(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL1)

(h1ˈL2)
(h1ˈL1)

(h2ˈL2)
(h2ˈL1)

(h3ˈL2)
(h3ˈL1)

(h4ˈL2)
(h4ˈL1)

(h3ˈL2)
(h3ˈL2)
(h2ˈL2)
(h1ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h4ˈL2)
(h4ˈL2)
(h3ˈL2)
(h2ˈL2)
(h1ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

Table 2. Implication operation of ten linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA

ĺ
(h4ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h0ˈL1)
(h0ˈL2)
(h1ˈL2)
(h2ˈL2)
(h3ˈL2)
(h4ˈL2)

(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h3ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h2ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h1ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h0ˈL1)
(h0ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h0ˈL1)
(h1ˈL1)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

Here are two properties with ten linguistic-valued
credibility factors LIA.
x For any (hi, Lm), (hj, Ln), (hi, Lm) d (hj, Ln) if and only
if (hi, Lm) ĺ (hj, Ln) = (h4, L1);
x For any (hi, Lm), (hj, Ln), ((hi, Lm) ĺ (hj, Ln))  ((hj,
Ln)ĺ(hi, Lm)) = (h4, L1).
It can be proved or got from table 2 easily.
Accordingly, the model for knowledge representation
with ten linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA is 4tuple:

(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h1ˈL2)
(h1ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(h2ˈL2)
(h2ˈL2)
(h1ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h0ˈL2)
(h2ˈL1)
(h3ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)
(h4ˈL1)

(Objects, attributes, attribute values, set of ten linguisticvalued credibility factors LIA),
where the element of ten linguistic-valued credibility
factors LIA are “absolutely credible”, “very credible”,
“exactly credible”, “somewhat credible”, “slightly
credible ”, “slightly credible”, “somewhat incredible”,
“exactly incredible”, “very incredible” and “absolutely
incredible” respectively.
Then a kind of model for knowledge representation is
shown as follows:
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(Objects, attributes, attribute value, (hi, Lj)).
It is easy and feasible to show in this way and it is
helpful for the operation in the knowledge reasoning
process.
Example 1 Express the following knowledge with the
kind of model for knowledge representation with
linguistic-valued credibility factors:
x Jack has very successful academic achievements.
(Jack, academic achievements, successful, very
credible)
or (Jack has successful academic achievements, (h3,
L1)).
x There will very probably be rain if it is absolutely
strongly windy.
IF (it, strongly windy, absolutely credible) THEN (it,
rain, very credible)
or IF (strongly windy, (h4, L1))THEN (rain, (h3, L1)).
x It is exactly credible that value B will be somewhat
big if Value A is very big.
IF (Value A is big, very credible) THEN (Value B is
big, somewhat credible), (exactly credible)
or IF (Value A is big, (h3, L1)) THEN (Value B is big,
(h1, L1)), (h2, L1).
x
Lily might have got a cold if Lily has a somewhat
high fever and is very snotty.
IF (Lily has a fever, (h1, L1)) AND (Lily has a
running nose, (h3, L1)) THEN (Lily has got a cold,
(h1, L2)).
The four cases above have shown how to manage
linguistic-valued credibility factors in the IF-THEN rule
representation and the feasibility and effectiveness to
represent uncertain knowledge with linguistic-valued
credibility factors.
3. Knowledge Reasoning Based on LinguisticValued Credibility Factors LIA
Considering knowledge reasoning to model human
being’s way of reasoning, it is natural to reasoning with
words, i.e., to describe and reasoning directly with
linguistic values. The following is the general rule with
linguistic-valued credibility (in short LCF):
IF P (hi, Lm) (AND/OR Q (hj, Ln)) THEN R(hs, Lt), (hu, Lv).
The following methods are obtained based on ten
linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA:
P (hi, Lm) AND Q (hj, Ln) =˄P AND Q˅ (hp, Lq), where
(hp, Lq) = (hI,,Lm)  (hjˈLn);
(1)

P (hi, Lm) OR Q (hj, Ln) = ( P OR Q) (hp, Lq), where (hp,
Lq) = (hi, Lm  (hj, Ln);
(2)
P (hp, Lm) ĺ R(hi, Ln) = (PĺR) (hj, Ls), where (hj, Ls) =
(3)
(hp, Lm) ĺ (hi, Ln);
(E (ha, Lm)), (hb, Ln) = E (hx, Ly), where (hx, Ly) = (hb,
(4)
Ln) ’ĺ(ha, Lm);
Where E means the factor, and E (ha, Lm) means that the
factor E Credibility is (ha, Lm).
E((ha, Lm), (hb, Ln))= E (hx, Ly),

(5)

where

(hx , Ly )

 (h a  b , Lm ),
[
]
°
2
®
°(h[ a  (4 b ) ] , Lm ),
2
¯

if
if

Lm

Ln ;

Lm z Ln ;

We can conduct the uncertain knowledge reasoning
under the knowledge representation with the linguisticvalued credibility factors. Suppose that the rules in the
knowledge-base are given as follows:
r1˖IF E1 THEN H, (absolutely credible)
r2˖IF (E2, very credible) THEN H, (absolutely credible)
r3˖IF (E3, very credible) AND ((E4, somewhat credible)
OR (E5, somewhat incredible)) then E1, (very credible)
Once the input for E1, E2, E3 and E4 are given, we
could infer the linguistic-valued credibility of the
conclusion H.
Firstly, infer the linguistic-valued credibility of
evidence E1 in accordance to r3. Secondly, infer the
linguistic-valued credibility of two supporting evidences
in accordance to r1 and r2 respectively, and then infer the
final result by combining these two rules using the
aggregation operation. The details are specified as
follows:
In r3, there is certain aggregation relation in evidences,
so do the aggregation first:
(h3, L1  ((h1, L1  (h1, L2)).
We can obtain the linguistic-valued credibility of these
evidences according to the linguistic-valued credibility
factor LIA as: (h3, L1),
Suppose the credibility value of E1 is X, thus we have
the following logical implication relation:
(h3, L1)ĺX =(h3, L1),
Perform the implication operation based on LIA, we get
LCF(E1)= (h2, L1);
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We can have the following logical implication
relationship in the similar way,
from r1: (h2, L1)ĺY =(h4, L1);
from r2: (h3, L1)ĺZ =(h4, L1);
Then we get LCF(H)=(h2, L1) or (h3, L1) or (h4, L1)
according to r1 and LCF(H)=(h4, L1) or (h3, L1) according
to r2;
At last, operate the two credibility values in
accordance with Eq. (5), and we can obtain the final
inferred result: (h2, L1) or (h3, L1) or (h4, L1), i.e., the
conclusion H is at least exactly credible and at most
absolutely credible.
In Example 1, we have obtained the multiple solutions
but not a single value because of the uncertainty of the
rules and the factors. The reasoning process is more

intuitive and the result is easier to understand with
linguistic-valued credibility factors.
In the reality there are many factors bring the
uncertainty, such as fuzzy description that will cause
uncertain knowledge and results in multiple solutions for
the same conclusion attribute.
Example 2. Considering an example to evaluate the risk
an individual brings from the traffic accident. Here we
know, an exactly middle-aged or very careful person is
exactly attentive. The one absolutely not tired and very
attentive won’t bring the traffic accident. And the one
with very good driving skill won’t bring the traffic
accident with absolutely (Figure 2). Mr. Bob is an exactly
middle-aged and very careful man and exactly good at
driving. Today he is somewhat tired.

The traffic accident risk

Full energy

Attentive

Middle-aged

Drive skill

Careful

Fig. 2 The traffic accident risk analysis

Then the rules above can be described as follow:
r1: IF not tired and attentive THEN he won’t bring traffic
accident, (absolutely credible);
r2: IF good drive skill THEN he won’t bring traffic
accident, (absolutely credible);
r3: IF middle-aged or careful THEN he is attentive, (very
credible);
About Mr. Bob we know the knowledge represented
with linguistic-valued credibility factors, i.e., (Middleaged, exactly credible), (careful, very credible), (good
dive skill, exactly credible), and (not tired, somewhat
credible)
The uncertain rules can be represented with linguisticvalued credibility factors as follows:

r1: IF (not tired, absolutely credible) and (attentive, very
credible) THEN (he won’t bring traffic accident, very
credible)
r2˖IF (good drive skill, very credible) THEN (he won’t
bring traffic accident, absolutely credible)
r3˖IF (middle-aged, exactly credible) or (careful, very
credible) THEN (he is attentive, exactly credible)
Then we can update each rule’s credibility as follows:
r1: ((h4, L1  (h3, L1))ĺ(h3, L1)=(h4, L1);
r2: (h3, L1)ĺ(h4, L1)=(h4, L1);
r3: ((h2, L1  (h3, L1))ĺ(h2, L1)=(h3, L1).
We can obtain the credibility of that Bob is attentive
from the rule r3.
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((h2, L1  (h3, L1))ĺX=(h3, L1).
We get LCF(attentive)= (h2, L1), that is, (attentive,
exactly credible).
From the rule r1 and the rule r2 we can obtain the
credibility that Bob won’t bring traffic accident.
From the rule r1:
((h1, L2  (h3, L1))ĺY=(h4, L1).
We get LCF(Bob won’t bring traffic accident)=(h1, L2),
(h3, L1), (h0, L2) or (h4, L1). So Bob won’t bring traffic
accident at least somewhat incredibly, represented as
(Bob won’t bring traffic accident, somewhat incredible).
From the rule r2:
(h2, L1)ĺZ=(h4, L1)
We get LCF(Bob won’t bring traffic accident)= (h2, L1),
(h3, L1), (h4, L1). So Bob won’t bring traffic accident at
least exactly credible, represented as (Bob won’t bring
traffic accident, exactly credible).
By Eq. (5), we can aggregate the results of the two
respective rules. The result is LCF(Bob won’t bring
traffic accident)=(h2, L1). Bob today won’t bring traffic
accident exactly credibly if he drives out. So Bob
shouldn’t drive out because it is exactly dangerous. It is
coincident with our common knowledge that if a person
is somewhat tired and has exactly good drive skill even if
he is very careful, he would bring traffic accident more
than exactly.
4. Case Study
As far as knowledge representation is concerned, the
predicates in the conditions and the conclusions named
“be1” and the predicate of the rule named “be2” are used

to handle uncertain and imprecise knowledge. A fact like
“P (hi, Lm)” is represented by the clause:
be1(P, (h_i, L_m)),
and a rule like “IF P (hi, Lm) THEN R (hu, Lv).” is
represented by the clause:
be2(R, (h_u, L_y)):- be1(P, (h_i, L_m))
and a rule like “IF P (hi, Lm) THEN R(hs, Lt), (hu, Lv).” is
represented by the clause:
be2(be1(R,(h_s, L_t)), (h_u, L_y)):- be1(P, (h_i, L_m))
For example, the methods obtained based on ten
linguistic-valued credibility factors LIA (1)-(5) can be
represented as below.
(1) be1(P, (h_i, L_m)) AND be1(Q, (h_j, L_n))=be1(O,
(h_p, L_q)) where (h_p,L_q) = (h_i, L_m)  (h_j, L_n),
and O= P AND Q;
(2) be1(P, (h_i, L_m)) OR be1(Q, (h_j, L_n))=be1(O,
(h_p, L_q)) where (h_p, L_q) = (h_i, L_m  (h_j, L_n),
and O= P OR Q;
(3) be1(P, (h_i, L_m)) ĺ be1(R, (h_s, L_t))=be1(O, (h_p,
L_q)) where (h_p, L_q) = (h_i, L_m) ĺ(h_s, L_t), and
O= Pĺ R;
(4) be2(be1(E, (h_a, L_b)), (h_u, L_v)) =be1(E, (h_x,
L_y)) where (h_x, L_y) = (h_a, L_b) ĺ(h_u, L_v);
(5) AGG(be1(E, (h_a, L_b),be1(E, (h_u, L_v))= be1(E,
(h_x, L_y)), where (h_x, L_y) = (h_(a+u)/2, L_1), where
AGG is a function to aggregate several uncertain facts
with multiple credibility values.
Example 3 Considering a social risk assessment system
shown in Figure 3.

Social risk

Environment risk

Floods

Extreme
temperatures

Social vulnerability

Seismic
hazard

Population
density

Socio-economical
status
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Fig. 3 A social risk assessment system
The social risk assessment system is with five inputs and
one output. The output is “Social risk” and the inputs are
“Seismic hazard”, “Population density”, “Socioeconomical
status”,
“floods”,
and
“Extreme
temperatures”. The credibility rules in the risk assessment
are defined as follow:
r1: IF ((Floods, exactly credible) AND (Extreme
temperatures, very credible)) OR (Seismic hazard,
very credible) THEN Environment risk (absolutely
credible);

r2: IF (Population density, very credible) AND (Socioeconomical status, somewhat incredible) THEN
Social vulnerability (exactly credible);
r3: IF Environment risk THEN Social risk (very credible);
r4: IF Social vulnerability THEN Social risk (absolutely
credible).
In this case study, the output “Social risk” is named as H,
and the factors infecting the social risk is named as E_1,
E_2, E_3, E_4, E_5, E_6, E_7, respectively as shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. Factors and conclusion in the social risk assessment system

Social risk
H
Extreme
temperatures
E_4

Environment
risk
E_1
Seismic
hazard
E_5

(1) Write the conjecture:
? be1(H, value).
(2) Write the rules:
-be2(E_1,(h_4, L_1)) :-be1(E_3, (h_2, L_1)) AND
be1(E_4, (h_3, L_1)) OR be1(E_5, (h_3, L_1)).
-be2(E_2,(h_2, L_1)) :-be1(E_6, (h_3, L_1)) AND
be1(E_7, (h_1, L_2)).
-be2(H,(h_3, L_1)) :-be1(E_1,value_1).
-be2(H,(h_4, L_1)) :-be1(E_2,value_2).
-stop.
(3) Intermediate conclusion:
-be1(E_1, (h_3, L_1)).
(4) Partial final conclusion:
- be1(H, (h_2, L_1)).
(5) Intermediate conclusion:
-be1(E_2, (h_2, L_1)).
(6) Partial final conclusion:
- be1(H, (h_2, L_1)).
(7) final conclusion:
-be1(H, (h_2, L_1)).

Social
Floods
vulnerability
E_2
E_3
Population
Sociodensity
economical status
E_6
E_7
It should be noted that the final conclusion is the least
credibility. Therefore, the social risk is more than exactly
high.
Example 2 and Example 3 illustrate the effectiveness
and feasibility of knowledge representation and
knowledge reasoning based on linguistic-valued
credibility. Due to the fact that the operations used in the
reasoning process are based on the operations defined in
a logical algebra –LIA, which are again based on logical
axioms and have the strict theoretical logical foundation.
This justifies the rationality of the proposed uncertainty
knowledge reasoning with linguistic-valued credibility.
5. Conclusions
This paper focused on the linguistic-valued representation
of credibility appeared in the knowledge-base (facts and
rules) and proposed to model these linguistic-valued
credibility values using a lattice-ordered logical algebra
structure. It was followed by the general knowledge
representation and knowledge reasoning framework and
approaches with linguistic-valued credibility factors.
Examples illustrated that the proposed approach can
make it not only easier to understand the knowledge with
the model for knowledge representation but also more
effective to perform knowledge-based reasoning. Based
on linguistic-valued credibility factors lattice implication
algebra, the reasoning of different kinds of credibility can
be solved by using different operations of linguisticvalued credibility factors. This will place some
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theoretical support for linguistic-valued involved
perception-based decision making problem in order to
achieve reason with words.
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